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Streamlining Farm Conservation  
Programs To Better Protect  
the Environment 
The conservation title of the farm bill provides funding for envi-
ronmental stewardship on farms and ranches through programs 
that improve farm management practices, retire land and protect 
farmland and other natural resources. These programs represent 
one of the biggest conservation investments in the federal budget, 
totaling over five billion dollars a year. Since private working lands 
make up nearly half of the land in the United States, farm bill 
conservation programs are critical for clean air, clean water and 
wildlife habitat across the nation. 

A Complex List of Conservation Programs
As the farm bill conservation title has grown to offer more op-
portunities for farmers and ranchers and address a wider range 
of conservation challenges, the list of available programs has 
morphed from a handful into nearly two dozen. This has produced 
an alphabet soup of programs—with acronyms like CRP, EQIP, 
CSP, WHIP, WRP, AMA, etc.—leaving many farmers and ranch-
ers frustrated and uncertain, contributing to negative impacts on 
the landscape as they struggle to find the right program, practice 
or technique for their conservation challenges. As a result, calls 
for consolidation of these programs have rung out from farmers, 
conservationists, and lawmakers going into the current farm bill 
debate.

Consolidation Done Right
Done right, consolidation can be a boon for conservation and for 
taxpayers. Without a doubt, we must cut any overlap between 
programs and reduce unnecessary bureaucratic staff. However, 
the primary goal of consolidation must be to make the programs 
work better for farmers, ranchers, conservationists and the land. 
Cuts must not be made willy-nilly, with the sole purpose of simpli-
fying bureaucratic procedures. The challenge is to refocus these 
programs and ensure that every conservation dollar generates as 
much public benefit as possible.

We propose an approach to streamlining the conservation title that 
takes on the perspective of farmers and ranchers and follows a simple two-step process. 

The basic challenge is to 
refocus these programs and 
ensure that every conserva-
tion dollar generates as much 
public benefit as possible.
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Step One: When entering a USDA office to address a conservation problem, the farmer or rancher 
would first answer a single question: 

“Do you want to retire and restore fragile land, or do you want to enhance the conservation 
on your active working lands?”

Step Two: Depending on the answer, a second question would follow:

Producer Decision Process in Streamlined Conservation Title

Retire fragile land OR improve conservation on working land.

Retire land with a  
short-term contract? 

 OR 
Protect it with  

long-term easement?

FRagile    WORking Do a single conservation project? 
 OR 
Implement a whole-farm system? 
 OR 
Protect the land from development?
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ReTiRe anD ReSTORe FRagile lanD:  
“Do you want to retire your land with a 
short-term contract or protect it with a 
long-term easement?”

OR

Facilitating Greater Efficiency and Effectiveness 

This simple, two-step process would identify an individual conservation program that is tailored to 
the producer’s goals. It would be much simpler than the current system and would help producers 
access the conservation assistance they need. The end result would be a conservation title with five 
distinct workhorse programs, instead of over 20. These programs would ultimately be more focused 
and more effective in helping farmers and ranchers implement sound stewardship practices that 
ensure a healthy future for our precious natural resources.

enhanCe COnSeRvaTiOn On aCTive, WORking 

lanDS: “Do you want to do a single conser-
vation project, do you want to implement a 
whole-farm system, or do you want to protect 
your working land from development?” 


